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ABSTRACT 
 
Following a previous Tesina in the zone, this work aims to the comparison between several 
strategies in the GPS data computations in order to measure the settlements of a wide area in the 
central part of Catalonia, known as the “Conca Potàssica”. The area is quite wide (about 70x30 Km). This 
geological formation (potassic salts) develops several instabilities, especially in the areas buried by 
surface and sub-surface mining. The subsidence has been noticeable in some areas, with displacements 
up to 1 m in recent years (second half of the XX century).  
The Department of Geotechnical Engineering and Geosciences has helped the Institut Geològic de 
Catalunya in the design and implementation of a “light” network of vertex in order to monitor with GPS 
the behavior of the whole area in the years to come.  
By now, we have the full set of data corresponding to the two firsts epochs of measurements, 
December 2007 and October 2008 (about 36 stations, with 16-20 hours of “observables” logging).  
The main goal of this Thesis Degree Work has been to process the data set, and to compare the 
result with different software’s strategies: 
- Bernese,  
- TGO (Trimble Geomatic Office). 
After the comparison, the final displacements have been adjusted, and several conclusions about 
the procedure envisaged; also has been established the reliability of the network in order to detect the 
movements (comparing the real movements with the random errors). 
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RIASSUNTO 
 
In seguito ad un precedente studio effettuato nella zona di esame, il lavoro eseguito in questa 
Tesina ha come obiettivo il cofronto tra diverse strategie di elaborazione di dati GPS, al fine di misurare e 
controllare gli assestamenti di una vasta area situata nella parte centrale della Catalogna, nota con il nome 
si “Conca Potàssica”. Questa zona è abbastanza ampia e ricopre circa una superficie pari a 70x30 Km. 
Questa formazione geologica (sali potassici) è soggetta a una serie di instabilità, essenzialmente nelle 
aree affette da estrazione mineraria sotterranea e superficiale. Il fenomeno di subsidenza è infatti 
presente in alcune aree, facendo registrare spostamenti di circa 1 m durante gli ultimi anni (seconda 
metà del XX secolo). 
Il Diaprtimento di Ingegneria Geotecnica e Geoscienze ha aiutato l’Istituto Geologico di 
Catalogna (IGC) nella progettazione e realizzazione di una rete di vertici in modo da poter monitorare 
mediante rilievi GPS, anche nei prossimi anni, il comportamento dell’intera area. 
Al momento si dispone della serie completa dei dati relativi alle due prime epoche di 
misurazione, Dicembre 2007 e Ottobre 2008 (circa 36 stazioni, con 16-20 ore di registrazione osservabili. 
L'obiettivo principale di questo lavoro di tesi di laurea è stato quello di trasformare i set di dati 
ottenuti, e di confrontare il risultato con differenti software e strategie: 
- Bernese, 
- TGO (Trimble Geomatic Office). 
Dopo aver eseguito il confronto, sono stati determinati gli spostamenti finali e tratte varie 
conclusioni riguardo le procedure adotatte; è stata stabilita anche l’affidabilità della rete in modo da 
individuare i possibili movimenti (confrontando i movimenti reali con gli errori aleatori). 
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RESUMEN 
 
La "Conca Potàssica", en la parte central de la Cataluña, es bastante amplia y cubre una área de 
unos 70x30 km. Esta formación geológica desarrolla varias inestabilidades, especialmente en las zonas 
afectadas por la minería de la superficie y subterránea. El fenómeno ha sido notable en algunas zonas, 
con desplazamientos de hasta 1 m en los últimos años (segunda mitad del siglo XX). Después de una 
Tesina anterior en la zona, el presente trabajo tiene como objetivo la comparación entre varias 
estrategias en el cálculo de datos GPS, con el fin de medir los asentamientos de la  "Conca Potàssica". 
El Departamento de Ingeniería del Terreno, Cartográfica y Geofísica,  ha ayudado al Institut 
Geològic de Catalunya (IGC) en el diseño y la aplicación de una red de vértices para supervisar con GPS el 
comportamiento de toda la zona en los próximos años. 
 Por ahora, tenemos la serie completa de datos correspondientes a las dos primeras épocas de 
las mediciones, campañas de Diciembre de 2007 y de Octubre de 2008 (cerca de 36 estaciones, con 16-
20 horas de registro de “observables” GPS en cada punto). 
El objetivo principal de esta Tesina ha sido el procesado del conjunto de datos, y la comparación 
del resultado con diferentes estrategias y con dos softwares : 
- Bernese GPS Software, 
- TGO (Trimble Geomatic Office). 
Después de la comparación, se han ajustado los movimientos finales; y se han extraido varias 
conclusiones sobre el procedimiento. Comparando los movimientos reales con los errores o ruido 
aleatorio en los movimientos calculados, se ha establecido la fiabilidad de la red de monitorización de la 
Conca Potàssica en la tarea de detectar los movimientos. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The “Conca Potàssica Catalana”, is a wide area, subjected to subsidence phenomena due mining 
settlements. The mining activities in Catalonia interests other important cities like Balsareny, Cardona, 
Sallent and Suria, situated in the Bages area, a sub region (“comarca”) located in the central part of 
Catalonia.  
In the last decade of the XX the movements of the surface have caused damages to the environment 
and infrastructures near the area of the Conca Potàssica. So it is request a monitoring to provide 
information about to ensure an early warning of instability and to avoid landslides that can cause serious 
consequences.  
Firstly ICC (Institute Cartografic de Catalunya) and IGC (Institute Geològic de Catalunya) with the 
help of local authorities have established a local monitoring network (i.e, the Automatic Total Stations in 
Sallent (see Prats, 2008)). 
Therefore, to reduce the risk of a generalized movement, in the last part of 2007 the IGC and with 
the help of the UPC (Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya) has been proposed a medium size GPS 
network (UPC-DETCG, 2007b).  
The network is named “Xarxa de la Conca Potàssica Catalana (Potassic Salt Network), or “CK 
network” in short. The first GPS field campaign has been carried out in December 2007 and the second 
one in October 2008. 
There are many different techniques to monitor areas subject to displacements due to phenomena 
of instability like mining; some of these are described in this work, like: 
- Laser Scanner; 
- GPS; 
- Photogrammetric; 
- Automatic Total Station; 
- DInSAR 
- Tiltmeters. 
So processing the data obtained with these techniques it is possible to define the risk of subsidence 
phenomena in a giving area. It is interesting to consider that with the development and application of 
new methodologies to characterize the geological, geomechanical and physical integrity of a territory, it 
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is possible to produce three-dimensional representations of models, both graphical and numerical, of 
the systems monitored, to analyze and interpret the data with a method more effective and immediate. 
In particular the GPS technique is used to monitor the Conca Potàssica network (CK network). In the 
last years this technique is being used more and more to monitor the behaviour of wide areas because it 
is possible cover huge extensions (from a county to a whole continent), with a reasonable effort (giving 
the results coordinate variations), with a convenient level of accuracy (ranging from several millimetres 
to few centimeters), well balanced in the three axes (Gili et al, 2000). 
The principal aim of this work is concerned to elaborate the GPS data obtained during the two 
campaigns using two different softwares, one a scientific software (Bernese) and one a commercial 
software (TGO). 
With the implementation of these softwares it has been possible to determine and compare the 
adjusted coordinates of network vertexes for the two observation campaigns and so to define a first 
behavior of the whole area of Conca Potàssica. 
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CHAPTER 2 
GEOLOGICAL CONTEXT OF THE CONCA POTÀSSICA 
CATALANA 
 
2.1 GEOGRAPHICAL AND GEOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA 
 
The so called “Conca Potàssica Catalana” (Potash basin or CK in short) is located in Catalonia, an 
autonomous community of Spain that displays a notable geographical diversity; the most important city 
is Barcelona. 
The general aspect of Catalonia is a series of hills, which take a direction from the north-east to 
the south-west, nearly parallel to the coast; they are separated from each other by undulating plains or 
valleys of nearly the same width as the ridges, varying from 8 to 20 Km. These hills occasionally rise to a 
considerable elevation, from about 600 to 900 meters. As great disturbance has taken place near the 
chain of the Pyrenees, these parallel ridges do not assume their predominant character nearer than 
about 30 Km from the base of these mountains; but even beyond this distance, they are considerably 
disturbed here and there throughout their extent by igneous action and the protrusion of masses of 
granite. The pass of the Pyrenees presents the general character of several ridges, the base being 
granite, covered by gneiss, and surmounted by very thick deposits of schistose beds, with occasional 
masses of limestone and red marly sandstone. 
Catalonia is organized into four “provinces” (Barcelona, Tarragona, Lleida and Girona); this 
subdivision overlaps with the one used by the Catalan Administration into 41 “comarcas” (regions). 
The largest comarca within the Barcelona province is the Bages, situated to the west of the 
province (figure 2.1). It is a mountainous area away from the coast, dotted with villages, farmhouses and 
small towns. The capital of the region is the town of Manresa, surrounded by mountains including the 
Sant Llorenç del Munt and the Montserrat natural park.  
The Bages is the most important region of Spain in potash mining, accounting for about three 
quarters of the Spanish production of this mineral. The main extractive shafts are located along the 
Cardener river in Cardona (until 1990) and Suria; and in Sallent-Balsareny, along the Llobregat river.  
The industrial, modern mining of potash began in the 1920’s in the Cardener valley, and in the 
1930’s in the Llobregat.  
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Figure 2.1: Situation of the Bages Comarca within Spain . (Map teken from Google Earth, 2009) 
 
Figure 2.2: The Bages comarca and the approximate extension of the Conca Potàssica (red rectangle) between the Bages, the 
Salsonet and the Anoia. (Map taken from XTEC, 2009) 
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2.1 EXTENSION OF THE “POTASH BASIN” (CK)
1
 
Geographically and geologically, the Bages Comarca and the Conca Potàssica Catalana (Potash 
Basin, CK) belong to the Central Catalonian depression which is the eastern sector of the basin of the 
river Ebre. This low lands region borders on the mountain range of Pyrenees by the north, on the 
Catalonian Coastal range by the east and on the Ebre river by the south-west. 
The study of the rocks that emerged to the surface of the Bages Comarca reveals their 
conditions and dates of origin. In a geological point of view, the rocks in Bages are not too ancient. The 
Conca Potàssica comprises around 2000 Km2 mainly in the Bages comarca but extending to the Salsonet 
and Anoia to the West. 
The Conca Potàssica Catalana is formed of a great saline unit. The potash salts were traditionally 
exploited since ancient times, being still an important mining activity in Catalonia (Figure 2.3). The 
Enrique mine, located in the city of Sallent, was under exploitation until 1974. This mine had a maximum 
depth of 260 metres and in 1954 a cavity of approx 120 meters high and 40 meters wide was found 
while mining works were being done. This cavity, caused by water circulation, is located under the 
South-East part of Sallent, in the neighbourhood known as ‘Barri de l’Estació’, close to the Llobregat 
River. Water floods in 1957 and 1962 forced to abandon this part of the mine, filling up the cavity with 
saturated salty water. During the 90s the strong subsidence caused damages in the structures of most of 
the buildings and some of them had to be demolished. The rest are still under continuous observation 
by the Institut geologic de catalunya (IGC, part of Generalitat de Catalunya) (Prats, 2008). 
The mining sites that exist in the localities of Sallent, Suria, Balsareny and Cardona produce large 
salt mining tailings, which are stored around the mining sites, with no waterproofing (Figure 2.3).  
The potash mine tailings mainly consist of halite with minor amounts of sulphates (gypsum, 
polihalite and anhydrite) and are considered by law as a resource and not as waste, as halite can be 
reused for the chlorine industry. 
The mining of the potash of the Bages, it alone, generates a mass of salt of equivalent rejection 
to the total of the urban residual or waste, or the group of all the industrial waste of Catalunya. These 
cause dangerous environmental impacts on the landscape and the waters, that is denounced by the civic 
Platform MontSalat (Montsalat, 2008). 
These big anthropic changes introduced in the area (mining and artificial mountains), together 
several natural process related with the salt deposits (diluition, halokinetics and others), explain the 
concern about expected surface movements (subsidences) in the whole Conca Potàssica. To determine 
                                                           
1
 For more insights about the description of Conca Potàssica Catalana (Potash Basin, CK) and its history, refer to Scialpi 2008 or 
Yerro. (2008) among others. 
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the appearance of such phenomena is the reason why the Conca Potàssica Network (chapter 4) has 
been build. 
 
Figure 2.3: Mining exploitation near Súria (Bages Comarca). In the left, the potash factory can be appreciated; the big artificial 
mountain in the center is being produced with the salt mining tailings; in the near range the Cardener river (picture taken from 
Yerro, 2008). 
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CHAPTER 3 
DIFFERENT MONITORING TECHNIQUES IN MINING AREAS 
 
3.1 WHY MONITORING? 
 
After the salts mine activities in the early 1900, in the central area of Catalonia subject to 
examination there have been phenomena of ground subsidence that have caused consequences of 
structural damages to infrastructures present in this area. In fact the main risk is induced by sudden 
falls2 of the terrain. These deformations are difficult to predict such risk justifies the monitoring of 
ground movements in historical mining areas around the world.  
It is necessary to perform a wide range of research and analysis in order to obtain as much 
information and data possible, for a best understanding of this phenomena, to design a monitoring 
network of the area subject to that risk. 
However in order to carry out complete studies, given the complexity of general subsidence 
phenomena, it is of primary importance the integration and collaboration between the different 
techniques, with data obtained from the ground, aircraft and satellites analysis. 
There are different techniques used to monitor the superficial movements of unstable areas (Table 
3.1). Some of the techniques that we present in this chapter are: 
- Differential Interferometry (DInSAR) 
- Photogrammetry 
- Laser Scanner (LIDAR) 
- Automatic Total Stations (ATS) 
- Tiltmeters  
- GPS 
                                                           
2
 Cracks or holes caused by the collapse of near surface caverns or to the formation of chimneys due to the dissolution of the 
material beneath. 
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Table 3.1: Main techniques used to monitor ground movements, according to Gili et al. (2000). 
 
3.2 Differential Interferometry (DInSAR) 
A recent method of monitoring mining sites that is still under development is the Differential 
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (DInSAR).  
DInSAR is used in numerous applications: 
-  the monitoring of dams, 
-  glacier motion,  
-  volcanic activity,  
-  earthquake deformations, 
-  coastline erosion, 
-  underground water extraction, 
-  deformations due to underground mining. 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) combines signal-processing techniques with satellite orbit 
information to produce a high-resolution radar image. Interferogram is a phase difference image of two 
SAR-images acquired at slightly different positions and this phase contains information relative to 
topography, terrain deformation and atmospheric conditions. So interferogram can be converted to a 
digital elevation model (DEM) with meter accuracy. 
The differential interferometry (DInSAR) implies the use of several radar images along the time. 
It is a powerful tool to detect surface displacements on the order of a few centimeters or millimeters. 
This method detects the displacement measuring the phase of the radar signal reflected back 
from the terrain and comparing phases of two radar images acquired at different times.  
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In order to measure the displacement reliably, the two signals must be coherent or the 
backscattering will arise. Often changes in the target area disturb the phase values, especially in areas 
covered by vegetation. In addition, changing weather conditions cause changes in the target area and 
also delay the signal as it passes through the atmosphere, and that also causes problems in the 
interpretation of the results and degrades the accuracy of DInSAR-only results. 
Nevertheless the problems mentioned above can be solved by using also phase information of 
the so-called “persistent scatterers”.  
Persistent scatterers are targets that remain changeless between the acquisitions, for example 
buildings or rocks. By exploiting these scatterers and long time-series of SAR-data, the atmospheric 
delay can be modeled and removed from the images; and finally displacements can be measured. 
Permanent Scatterer InSAR technique (PSInSAR ) (Ferretti et al., 1999) involves the processing of 
more than 30 interferograms over the same place to identify a network of temporally-stable, highly 
reflective ground features (permanent scatterers). The phase history of each scatterer is then extracted 
to provide interpolated maps of average annual ground motions, or more importantly, the motion 
history3. Due to the relatively high density of scatterers that occur in urban environments (a few 
hundred per square kilometer) and the large number of atmosphere samples (SAR scenes) used, the 
heterogeneity of the atmosphere can be accurately modelled so that measurements of millimeter 
accuracy can be calculated.  
A limitation of PSInSAR is the lack of control over precise scatterer location, but with the 
densities obtained in built environments this is not considered an issue for the mapping of ground 
motions. 
 
3.2.1 SOME APPLICATIONS 
 
A) DInSAR analysis of La Union mining area 
 
As an example of application, the case study if La Union is summarized here. 
The town of La Union (SE, Spain), a small town situated to the east of Cartagena, is located 
within a metal mining area that has been exploited since the Roman period. This historic exploitation 
has left behind a high concentration of abandoned underground mining galleries. Currently, an industrial 
area is subsiding due to the collapse of one of these galleries in May 1998.  
 
                                                           
3
 In appropriate places, up to 20 years of SAR images can be retrieved. The SAR archives of the ESA spans up to 1999. For a 
given place, the revisiting period is around 35 days. Each SAR image covers 100X100 km approximately. 
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An advanced Differential Interferometry SAR (DInSAR) method called the Coherent Pixels 
Technique (CPT) has been used (Tomàs et al., 2007) to study the subsidence phenomena, from January 
1998 to December 2004 and beyond.  
 
DInSAR-derived deformation maps have enabled the detection and monitoring of different 
deformation processes that affect several locations within the study area. By comparing these results 
with the underground mining galleries map, a clear relationship between their presence and the 
subsidence has been proved. Deformation values retrieved with DInSAR between April 2003 and 
December 2004 have been compared with the topographical leveling network measurements 
performed in this same period, providing an absolute average difference of 0.7 cm with a standard 
deviation of 0.5 cm.  
 
Results obtained in La Union have enabled the temporal evolution of the phenomena in the city 
to be studied and understanding of subsidence to be expanded beyond the limits of a deployed 
topographical control network, in a more cost effective way than classical methods. 
 
B) DInSAR study of Suria mining area (Bages) 
 
The Súria town is located within the Conca Potàssica area (see Chapter 2). The work of Yerro 
(2008) has been developed aimed to study the characteristics, magnitude and causes of these 
movements. The DInSAR technique has been applied to 50 Radar images between 1995 and 2007. From 
the images, 120 interferogrames were generated and processed, resulting in maps of the vertical 
velocity of the area. Thus, three different behaviors in relation to movements were identified: points 
affected by sudden collapse due to dissolution; zones subjected to subsidence due to mining; and areas 
with heaves related to the halokinetics of the salt formations beneath. 
 
C) Co-seismic displacements during the L’Aquila earthquake 
 
Very recently the DInSAR technique has been used to evaluate the terrible earthquake that has 
registered 6.3 ° Richter, occurred in the 6th April of 2009 in the area of L’Aquila (Abruzzo, Italy). 
This quake has brought very serious consequences to the population causing near 300 victims 
and 1500 bounded people. 
Shortly after the event, several research groups used the DInSAR technique to evaluate the 
displacements acurred during the shake. 
In the figure 3.1 the fringes of movements can be appreciated (IdeG, 2009) derived from ESA 
Radar images (ENVISAT satellite); each fringe of colours corresponds to displacements of 2.8 cm.  
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 The estimation shows that terrain suffered a co-seismic deformation of up to 18 cm during the 
quake. The deformation affects an area of more than 200 km2. 
 
Figure 3.1: Interferometric SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) tecnique applied to analys the consequences of earthquakes 
registered in the Abril 2009 in the L’Aquila region (Italy), by researchers of the Institute of Geomatics. Each fringe of colours 
corresponds to displacements of 2.8 cm. Has been registered a deformation terrain of about 18 cm (IdeG, 2009). 
 
 
3.3 PHOTOGRAMMETRY 
 
Photogrammetry is the technique of measuring objects (2D or 3D) from photo-grammes. We say 
commonly photographs, but it may be also imagery stored electronically on tape or disk taken by video 
or CCD cameras or radiation sensors such as scanners. 
The results can be:  
• coordinates of the required object-points 
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• topographical and thematical maps 
• rectified photographs (orthophoto). 
The most important feature is the fact that the objects are measured without being touched. 
Therefore, the term „remote sensing“ is used by some authors instead of “photogrammetry”as both 
fields are coverging.  
Photogrammetry can be divided into: 
o Aerial photogrammetry,  
o Terrestrial Photogrammetry (mostly close range photogrammetry).  
Aerial photogrammetry is mainly used to produce topographical or thematical maps and digital 
terrain models (DTM). 
A photographic image is a “central perspective” and this implies, that every light ray, which 
reached the film surface during exposure, passed through the camera lens, which is mathematically 
considered as a single point, the so called “perspective center”.  
In order to take measurements of objects from photographs, the ray bundle must be reconstructed.  
It is possible to apply different photogrammetric techniques depending on the available material 
and the required results (2D or 3D, accuracy...). 
 
As a matter of fact, for monitoring tasks, the usual approach is the elaborated of 3D Maps from 
aerial photographs through the stereophotogrammetry. 
 
As the term implies, stereopairs are the basic requirement, here. Vertical aerial photographs 
come mostly close to the „normal case“. They are made using special metric cameras, which are built 
into an aeroplane looking straight downwards. While taking the photographs, the aeroplane flies over a 
certain area in a meandric way, so that the whole area is covered by overlapping photographs. The 
overlapping part of each stereopair can be viewed in 3D and consequently mapped in 3D using 
analougue, analytical or digital techniques. 
In particular digital techniques have become widely available during the last decade. Here, the 
images are not on film but digitally stored on tape or disc. Each picture element (pixel) has its known 
position and measured intensity value, only one for black/white, several such values for colour or 
multispectral images. 
Computing the coordinates of the points along several campaigns a study area can be monitored 
properly. 
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3.4 LASER SCANNER 
 
Recently new instruments have been introduced in the field of surveying that are able to acquire 
portions of land and objects of various shapes and sizes in a quick and cheap4 way. These instruments, 
based on laser5 technology, are commonly known as laser scanners. The laser measures distances as the 
rotating sensor scans the object to measure. 
In particular the laser scanner technique presents two different set-up’s: 
1) LIDAR- aerial laser scanner (ALS) - The sensor is Mounted inside a photogrammetric 
airplane which flights over the area to survey. During the acquisition, a GPS plus an IMU 
(inertial unit) provide the position and orientation of the laser (Figure 3.2) 
2) Terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) - Able to operate on the ground with stable 
instrumentation, at a fixed location or mobile, mounted on a tripod for survey objects 
one meter to one Km apart. 
The laser scanning is a technique able to fast produce the best DTM (Digital Terrain Model) and 
DSM (Digital Surface Model) as it has the ability to partly penetrate vegetation. 
The height precision is of 10-20 cm and the density that can reach a few points per square 
meter. These values are approximate and vary depending on 
- the height of flight (in same case the sensor is carried by an helicopter, Figure 3.3),  
- the type of terrain, 
- the instrument used. 
                                                           
4
 The cost per points is moderate, as the capture with laser scanner is very massive (millions of points). But the 
equipment and the operation are at the least as expensive as in photgrametry. 
5
 The laser is an electromagnetic emission of a pure light (a single wave length). It has spatial coherence: every 
single wave in a pulse has the same phase. Thus the lateral spread and the energy laser are low, so the range is 
high. 
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Figure 3.2: the Airbone Laser scanning system, showing the GPS and the inertial Unit. A digital camera is also on the board. 
 
 
An application of the use of Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) data for deformation measurement 
is described carefully “Deformation measurement using terrestrial laser scanning data and least squares 
3D surface matching”, written by Monserrat O., Crosetto M. (2008). The principal aim of this work is focused 
on a new procedure for land deformation monitoring based on TLS scans. 
In this procedure there are three main steps: 
1. the acquisition of the TLS data; 
2. the global co-registration of the point clouds,  
3. the estimation of the deformation parameters using local surface matchings. 
 
Advantages of this approach, are: 
- the capability to exploit the available high data redundancy using advanced analysis tools, 
- the flexibility of the proposed solution,  
- the capability of providing fully 3D deformation measurements, including displacement vectors 
and rotations.  
Analyzing the results of this study, interesting features are highlighted: 
- the validation errors below 1 cm in the displacements and below 1 gon in the rotations of small 
targets measured at a distance of 134 m;  
- the increase by factor two of the errors when the same scene is measured from a distance of 
225 m;  
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- the importance of an accurate global co-registration in order to avoid systematic errors in the 
estimated deformation parameters.  
It is interesting to note that the above results were achieved under non-optimal conditions, e.g. 
using non-calibrated data and sub-optimal targets from the matching viewpoint.  
 
 
 
3.5 ATS-AUTOMATIC TOTAL STATION 
 
The high-performance total stations have unique precision. You can tackle demanding tasks in 
engineering surveying, in tunnel building as well as structural work above and below ground both 
reliably and with very high precision. The total stations are extremely robust and are excellently suited 
to continuous applications such as permanent structure monitoring or for controlling machines, 
precision staking out, check measurements in engineering and micro-triangulation networks. In Figure 
3.3 Leica Geosystem, TCA 2003 is shown. 
One of the advantages is that the extreme measurement reliability due to the Automatic TARGET 
Recognition (ATR) demonstrates its full benefits during routine repeat measurements, e.g. monitoring. 
Using the sight, the observer aligns the telescope roughly with the target point and triggers a distance 
measurement. The total station automatically moves the telescope to the centre of the prism, measures 
the distance and corrects the angle with the deviation to the centre of the prism. 
 
Other advantages are: 
- High, constant accuracy independent of the observer; 
- Fatigue-free and quick; 
- No focussing necessary; 
- Measures using any standard prisms (active prisms not required); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figura 3.3: Example of an Automatic Total Station (Leica TCA 2003). 
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The software from Leica is named GeoMoS and offers the most accurate and reliable method for 
detecting movements. The software supports all combinations of geodetic measurements from multiple 
total stations, levels and/or GPS/GNSS. The detected movements are qualified by their statistical 
significance. The precision and reliability of the monitoring system are quantified using simulated or real 
data, allowing the operator to design or adapt the sensor configuration to maximize performance. Leica 
GeoMoS Adjustment is able to automatically detect and remove outliers and identify unstable reference 
points. The results of different monitoring epochs can be easily compared and visualized. 
 
Therefore in this software is implemented the new ‘Slope Monitoring' functionality that allows 
the calculation and visualization of movements of natural and excavated slopes. The new TM30 is the 
ideal sensor to measure unstable points from a far, safe distance. The precisely 3D measured data 
provides vital information about speed and direction of movements. GeoMoS Analyzer supports 
different computation methods and presents the results in simple and meaningful graphics with the 
possibility to observe and monitoring dynamic processes. 
 
An interesting example of monitoring with an Automatic Total Station can be found in Prats 
(2008), work developed in Sallent (within the CK area). 
 
 
3.6 TILTMETERS  
 
Tiltmeters (Fifure 3.4) can measure movements small enough to satisfy the more demanding 
specifications. The tiltmeters are capable of detecting 0.0254 mm deflections over a 30.48 m span. For 
instance continuous monitoring of the tiltmeters can be implemented to provide instant notification of 
vertical deflections greater than 0.254 mm.  
Tiltmeters measure the gradient of displacement, which is far easier to measure than the 
displacement itself. In certain applications by using a linear array of tiltmeters, we are able to obtain a 
horizontal or vertical profile of the displacement of walls, buildings, bridges, dams and other structures. 
Because the tiltmeter data are logged continuously, we obtain a continuous record of structural 
movement. 
 
When tiltmeters are distributed in a 2-dimensional array over the Earth’s surface, we obtain a 
contour map of elevation changes caused for instance by ground water pumping, oil production or 
water injection. The high precision of the tilt measurements results in a higher resolution of elevation 
changes bigger or egual than the one obtained with other surveying techniques. 
 
Since a constant of integration is required, one location in the tiltmeter array can be defined as 
the "zero" point, a steady reference against which all other displacement changes are measured. To 
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obtain a true zero reference, the array can either be extended into a quiet area or the zero point can be 
calibrated with an accurate GPS or with survey leveling. 
 
Sometimes, tiltmeters are used to monitor 
changes in the tilt of a structure. Tilt changes may be 
caused construction activities, such as excavation, 
tunneling, and dewatering, that affect the ground that 
supports the structure. Changes in tilt may also result 
from loading of a structure, such as the loading of a 
dam during impoundment, the loading of a diaphragm 
wall during excavation, or the loading of a bridge deck 
due to wind and traffic.  
                                                                                                 Figura 3.4: Different aspect of tiltmeters used in monitoring (GAGE 2009) 
 
 
 
3.7 GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM - GPS 
6
 
 
GPS was developed by U.S. Department of Defense as a worldwide navigation system and has 
been adopted by civilians for many other uses, including surveying, mapping and scientific applications. 
With the GPS system it is possible to monitor earth subsidence and in the areas with crustal deformation 
or special tectonic activity the GPS is currently being used to assist to the study of earthquakes or 
volcanic eruptions (Moss et al., 1997). 
The Global Positioning System is based on a constellation of nominaly 24 satellites. Each satellite 
orbits the Earth twice a day at an altitude of about 20,000 km and continuously transmits information 
on specific radio frequencies to the users receivers. A given GPS receiver measures the distance to every 
satellite under tracking using the travel time of the radio signals. Knowing where the satellites are 
located when they transmit their signals, the receiver can calculate its position on Earth or in the air.  
The key is that the users must simultaneously receive the signals from at least 4 satellites. We 
need 4 satellites because the clocks in the receivers aren‘t as accurate as the atomic clocks in the 
satellites. The fourth measurement essentially enables the receiver to correct its internal clock. 
The current constellation of satellites provides the GPS user with 5 to 8 satellites in view 
anywhere and anytime, if one has an unobstructed view of the sky in all directions. With this 
information, a GPS receiver can very quickly determine its position using the code C/A for instance with 
a precision round 10 meters..  
                                                           
6
 For more insights about the GPS monitoring system, refer to Scialpi 2008 or Gili et al. (2000) among others. 
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The factors that limit the accuracy in our measurements, are the variations in the speed of the 
signal transmitted from the satellite as it travels through the atmosphere and the uncertainty in the 
position of the satellite. 
Since most of the error associated with the delay of the signal through the atmosphere and the 
location of the satellites becomes the same for all sites, we can determine their positions relative to one 
another to less than a centimeter, provided that we use directly the L1/L2 wave. Now the computation 
of the position  is quite more involved and an special software is needed for the post processing of the 
logged GPS observables. Several commercial programs are available (Leica, TGO, TopCon Tools, Trimble 
Geomatic Office, Bernese, etc) two of them will be used in chapter 5. 
 
Although it is possible to operate with precise GPS in Real Time, the most precise methods are 
the so–called “static” or “fast static” (from several minuts to hours of recording). Longer the time of 
logging is, higher the accuracy of the results will be. In addition, to improve the reliability of the final 
coordinates, it is available to use in the computations the “precise orbits” of the satellites and double 
frequency receivers (able to track the L1 and L2 signal). 
So we can determine GPS receivers position on the Earth‘s surface, for instance the coordinates 
of a serie of targets relative to fixed points selected as base points. So it’s possible to obtain the 
movements of the target computing the difference between the coordinates obtained at a given time 
and the previous values.  
 
Very interesting is the possibility to automate the monitoring of the displacements with the use 
of permanent GPS stations. 
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CHAPTER 4 
CONCA POTÀSSICA NETWORK 
 
4.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
 
In the previous chapter several techniques used in monitoring have been presented. 
For the monitoring of subsidence phenomena due to salt mining in the Conca Potàssica network, 
GPS is monitoring technique has been adopted in 2007. 
The GPS system has been selected as the first phase of the CK global monitoring. Previously, an 
Automatic Total Station is working in Sallent, jointly with several extensometers in depth. Furthermore, 
test with DInSAR and GBSAR have been carried out in this city (Barride de l’Esyaciò de Sallent). The 
precision levelling surveying technique is in use also in Sallent , and around the down- town of Cardona. 
 
Additionally, two small GPS network have been deployed around Cardona and Suria. But, in mid 
2007, the institute Geologic of Catalunya (IGC) decided to implement a monitoring system covering the 
whole Conca Potàssica7 
 
As a first technique the GPS system has been selected. The decision has been adopted because is a 
cost/benefit advantageous method, light to implement, and capable to give us a first insight about the 
general trends of the movements of the area (if any). Depending on the results of the firsts annual 
campaigns, other systems will be implemented: to complement the GPS network at given areas 
exhibiting local activity (levelling, for instance); or to densify (along the space or the time) GPS network 
as a whole (i.e. DInSAR). At a material level, the GPS network relies on a set of physical points (like 
geodetic vertex) spread over the CK.  
 
Generally to select the points in a GPS network it’s important to follow some rules like: 
- open sky: above an angle of elevation of about 15° it is optimal to avoid the obstacles along the 
path of the signal; 
                                                           
7
 To be more accurate, the East part of the Conca Potàssica, that is the part affected by the mining activities and 
more prone to movements (in other word ,subject to risk) 
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- far from reflective surfaces; for example metallic roofs, open water areas like lakes or traffic sign 
postings in order to avoid the multipath effect; 
- far from electric magnetic installations; for example mobile transmitting antennas, broadcasting 
stations, etc. 
 
The Conca Potàssica area has been described in chapter 2. The area to be covered has 
approximately 45 Km E-W and 27 Km N-S (see figure 2.1). 
In order to accomplish the field GPS data collection in a reasonable number of days (1-2 weeks), 
and keeping in mind the aforementioned rules, 36 vertex have been selected at the end8. 
 
In the Table 4.1 is possible to see the names of the selected points9.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
8
 The figure in color containing the complete view of the network can be found at the end of this report. 
9
 In order to obtain more information about the points that describes the network see the Annex I of Scialpi (2008). 
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VERTEX OF NETWORK NAME 
CK01 Pinós 
CK02 Sant Gabriel 
CK03 Sant Diumenge 
CK04 Sant Quintí 
CK05 Borrelles 
CK06 Comabella 
CK07 El Remei 
CK08 La Garriga 
CK09 Serrat d’Obaga Negra 
CK10 El Castellot 
CK11 Montbordó 
CK12 les Pinasses 
CK13 Sant Genis 
CK14 Sant Sadurní 
CK15 Turó de Cal Ponç 
CK16 Camprodon 
CK17 Serrat de la Rodoreda 
CK18 Les Eretes 
CK19 Goberna 
CK20 Ca l’Ase Negre 
CK21 Puigdellivol 
CK22 El Putxó 
CK23 Puig-alter 
CK24 el Cogulló 
CK25 El Puig de Calders 
CK26 Substitut de Turò de Buixadors 
CK27 Substitut de Linya 
CK28 Substitut de Collbaix 
CK29 Parador (Cardona) 
CK30 Vilar Rural (Cardona) 
CK31 Les Comes (Súria) 
CK32 Súria-K (Súria) 
CK33 Salmorres (Sallent) 
CK34 Castell (Sallent) 
CK35 Castell Vell (Balsareny) 
CK36 Serrat d’Alou (Balsareny) 
Table 4.1: Vertex (points) belonging to the Conca potàssica network (CK) 
Most the points (1 to 25) are geodetic vertex belonging to the Spanish national vertex network 
(1st order and others). The next 3 are “substitution” points, established because the original geodetic 
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vertex had some problem (access, view of the sky, damage). The final 8 points are located each pairs, 
near the 4 sites or cities of special interest within this study: Cardena, Suria, Sallent and Balsareny. 
4.2 DATA ACQUISITION PROCEDURE AT EACH EPOCH 
 
When designing the network, a yearly measurement was envisaged at least for the first years. 
The duration of the sessions is designed to obtain a high precision in the calculation but it also depends 
on the geometry of the net. 
There are some parameters that can influence the duration of measurement session: 
- length of baseline; 
- number of visible satellites; 
- geometric configuration of the satellites (the DOP)  
- relation signal/noise (S/N). 
 
The satellites geometry is very important during the survey with the GPS in fact when we have a 
homogeneity distribution we can obtain better measurements. But if the recording time is of several 
hours, the overall geometry will be fairly balanced for sure. 
After some tries and simulations, keeping in mind the procedures adopted in other networks similar 
to the CK, the following procedure was decided: 
- The static method well being use. 
- 6 geodetic dual frequency receivers will be working simultaneously during the field days. Some 
trade mark and model for all of them10. 
- The setting up of the antennas at the CK points will be, in general, (ck1 to ck 25) by means af a 
mini-rod of fixed length (10,0 cm). At certain points (ck27 to 30; ck 33 to 35) forced centering 
was used, with the receivers clamped directly to a screw that conforms the CK point. At the 
points CK26, CK 31, CK 32 and CK36, one 1m rod verticalized with tripod has been used. 
- To cover the whole 36 points of the network, different session have had to be arranged. Up tp 
13 sessions of half a day were prepared with the sic receivers at six CK points, logging the GOS 
observables each 15 seconds. Each session has, in principle, 3 points in common with the 
previous one and 3 points with the next session. In the figure 4.1 the six side polygons represent 
the 13 session carried out in December 2007. Once the duration of a session was accomplished, 
in general, the operators moved 3 receivers from a backward situation to the new stations in the 
polygon forward. As a matter of fact, each polygon/session has almost half a day of continuous 
recording, but some receivers stayed at the same occupation for almost a day. 
                                                           
10
 In the two campaigns carried out up to now, Leica GX 1200 series were used. 
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Two campaigns of GPS survey, one in December 2007 and one in October 2008, have been 
conducted. In the next chapter more details of these two campaigns will be given. 
 
CHAPTER 5 
FIELD CAMPAIGNS AT THE CK NETWORK 
 
In this chapter the two campaigns carried up to now (December 2007 and October 2008) will be 
summarized. After that, a complete description of how to compute the GPS data will be presented: in 
section 5.3, the post processing with the high level scientific software BERNESE (5.0); and in section 5.4, 
the computation with a commercial software (TGO, Trimble Geomatic Software, v.1.63). 
 
5.1 CAMPAIGN OF DECEMBER 2007 
 
As stated in the previous chapter, the CK network has been observed for the first time in December 
2007. The stations used for this campaign are 36 and the observations for these stations are available 
for nine days. The days of the observations are from December 11 to 15 and from December 17 to 20, 
2007 (see Table 5.1). 
 
  DAY 
GPS 
WEEK 
DAY OF 
WEEK 
GPS DAY 
JULIAN 
DAY 
1 11/12/2007 1457 2 54445 345 
2 12/12/2007 1457 3 54446 346 
3 13/12/2007 1457 4 54447 347 
4 14/12/2007 1457 5 54448 348 
5 15/12/2007 1457 6 54449 349 
6 17/12/2007 1458 1 54451 351 
7 18/12/2007 1458 2 54452 352 
8 19/12/2007 1458 3 54453 353 
9 20/12/2007 1458 4 54454 354 
 
Table 5.1: Session's dates for the campaign of December 2007. 
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In this campaign the double frequency GPS receivers and the corresponding antennas are six, of 
the same model and manufacturer (see table 5.2) 
 
 
GPS  
RECEIVER MODEL 
NAME 
SERIAL 
NUMEBER 
Leica GX 1230 R1 460157 
Leica GX 1230 R2 463159 
Leica GX 1230 R3 451945 
Leica GX 1230 R4 460183 
Leica GX 1230 R5 459743 
Leica GX 1230 R6 459748 
 
Table 5.2: Receivers used in the campaign OF December 2007. 
. 
5.2 CAMPAIGN OF OCTOBER 2008 
 
The network of the campaign of October 2008 is formed by 36 stations, the same of the 
precedent campaign conducted in the 2007. 
The measures are obtained along 9 days, from 28 October 2008 to 9 November 2008 (see Table 5.3). 
 
  DAY 
GPS 
WEEK 
DAY OF 
WEEK 
GPS DAY 
JULIAN 
DAY 
1 28/10/2008 1503 2 54767 302 
2 29/10/2008 1503 3 54768 303 
3 30/10/2008 1503 4 54769 304 
4 31/10/2008 1503 5 54770 305 
5 03/11/2008 1504 1 54773 308 
6 04/11/2008 1504 2 54774 309 
7 05/11/2008 1504 3 54775 310 
8 06/11/2008 1504 4 54776 311 
9 09/11/2008 1505 0 54779 314 
 
Table 5.3: Session's dates for campaign October 2008. 
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In this project are used 6 receptors GPS, in double frequency, with corresponding antennas of 
the same model and make, like in the following Table 5.4: 
 
 
 
>GPS  
RECEIVER MODEL 
NAME 
SERIAL 
NUMEBER 
Leica GX 1230 R1 471745 
Leica GX 1230 R2 469089 
Leica GX 1230 R3 471739 
Leica GX 1230 R4 469757 
Leica GX 1230 R5 459743 
Leica GX 1230 R6 459748 
 
Table 5.4: Receptors used in the campaign of October 2008. 
 
5.3 DATA POST-PROCESSING WITH BERNESE 
 
The Bernese GPS Software is a sophisticated tool meeting highest quality standards for geodetic and 
scientific applications using Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS).  
Both of the currently active GNSS are supported:  
- the American Global Positioning System (GPS); 
- the Russian Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS). 
 
The Bernese has been developed by the Swiss Astronomiches institute university Bern (AIUB) since 
1988. It is written in Fortran 77. We have used the 5.0 version, running on a desktop PC under Linux. 
 
State-of-the-art modeling, detailed control over all relevant processing options, powerful tools for 
automatization, the adherence to up-to-date, internationally adopted standards, and the inherent 
flexibility due to a highly modular design are characteristics of the Bernese GPS Software. 
 
The Bernese GPS Software is particularly well suited for (Scialpi, 2008): 
- rapid processing of small-size single and dual frequency surveys, 
- automatic processing of permanent networks, 
- processing of data from a large number of receivers, 
- combination of different receiver types, taking receiver and satellite antenna phase center variations 
into account, 
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- combined processing of GPS and GLONASS observations, 
- ambiguity resolution on long baselines (2000 km and longer), 
- generation of minimum constraint network solutions, 
- ionosphere and troposphere monitoring, 
- clock offset estimation and time transfer, 
- orbit determination and estimation of Earth orientation parameters. 
 
General features of the software are (Scialpi, 2008): 
- all principal observables recorded by high precision geodetic receivers, code and 
phase data on both carriers may be processed; 
- different linear combinations of L1 and L2 may be used; 
- single and dual frequency data may be processed in the same estimation step; 
- the processing programs support the simultaneous estimation of a large number of different 
parameter types; 
- the parameter estimation programs may be used for baseline-, session-, campaign-, multiple campaign 
processing; 
- the data can either be processed in double-difference mode or in zero-difference mode; 
- different ambiguity resolution strategies allow fixing of phase ambiguities on up to very long (several 
thousand kilometres) baselines; 
- different troposphere mapping functions are available. 
Typical users are: 
• scientists for research and education, 
• survey agencies responsible for high-accuracy GNSS surveys (e.g., first order networks), 
• agencies responsible to maintain arrays of permanent GPS receivers, 
• commercial users with complex applications demanding high accuracy, reliability, and 
high productivity. 
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The Bernese GPS Software Version 5.011 contains nearly 100 programs which are grouped logically 
into six parts represented as items in the menu bar of the menu program (Scialpi, 2008): 
I. the Transfer Part includes all programs related to the transfer of RINEX files (observations, 
navigation messages, meteorological files, clock files) into Bernese format or vice versa, and to 
manipulate RINEX files such as cutting to a specific time window or concatenation of files; 
II. the Orbit Part contains all programs related to satellite orbits and Earth orientation parameters 
(EOPs). This includes the generation of an internal orbit representation (so-called standard orbit) 
starting from precise ephemerides o broadcast information, update orbit information, creation of 
precise orbit files, concatenation of precise files, comparison of orbits, conversion of EOP 
information from IERS format to Bernese format, and extraction of pole information; 
 
III.  the Processing Part contains the main processing programs. This includes code pre processing and 
receiver synchronization (program CODSPP), generation of baseline files (program SNGDIF), dual 
frequency phase pre-processing (program MAUPRP), parameter estimation based on GPS and/or 
GLONASS observations (program GPSEST) and on the superposition of normal equation systems 
(program ADDNEQ2). 
 
IV. The sub-menu contains a simulator for GNSS observations (Simulation Part, program GPSSIM) as 
well as the Service Part as a collection of a number of tools to browse binary observation files, 
check residuals, compare and manipulate coordinates, for automated processing, and many more. 
This menu item also provides the possibility to browse program output and error message files. 
 
V. The Conversion Part collects programs to convert binary files into ASCII format and vice versa. 
Additional programs allow to convert SINEX files into normal equation files, to extract station 
information from SINEX, or to manipulate troposphere SINEX files. 
 
In the next pages, from section 5.3.1 to section5.3.7, we will summarize the main steps that we have 
followed during the Bernese computation in order to deliver the final coordinates of the 36 CK points. 
This process has been followed twice: firstly with the GPS data files acquired during the December 2007 
campaign; then with the data of the October 2008 campaign. 
 
As reference or base points, here we have adopted two GPS permanent stations established and 
maintained by the ICC (Institute Cartografic de Catalunya) (Figure 5.1): 
 
1) Les Planes, Palleja (Baix de Llobregat) (PLAN); 
2) Bellmunt de Segarra, Talavera (Segarra) (BELL)12. 
                                                           
11
 For additional details about the Bernese you can read the Bernese Manual (2005). 
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Figure 5.1: ICC permanent stations in Catalunya, including the two used as reference ao base stations
5.3.1 NEW CAMPAIGN CREATION
 
Within the Bernese GPS Software, we use the term 
be processed together. Each campaign has its own directory and subdirectories where all the campaign 
specific data are stored. 
To create a new campaign with the Bernese GPS Softw
CAMPAIGN > EDIT LIST OF CAMPAIGN
added the campaign’s name in the list and then save it. Click the menu:
CAMPAIGN > SELECT ACTIVE CAMPAIGN
to select the campaign to process and
CAMPAIGN > CREATE NEW CAMPAIGN
                                                                                
12
 The RINEX files of these two permanent stations can be downloaded at the site web of IC
http://www.icc.es/web/content/en/prof/geodesia/catnet.html
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ill be adopted later with the TGO software. 
 (BELL and PLAN). 
 
 
 
campaign or project for a set of data which should 
are, click the menu: 
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ENTS WITH GPS 
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to create the subdirectories , to insert and saved all file of the processing. The subdirectories created 
are: 
- ATM: contains all troposphere files; 
- BPE: contains Bernese processing files; 
- OBS 
- ORB: orbit and precise ephemerides files; 
- ORX 
- OUT: output files of all programs of Bernese processing; 
- RAW: raw RINEX files to process; 
- SOL: normal equations (NQ0) files 
- STA: apriori and final coordinates stations files. 
 
5.3.2 PREPARING FILES 
 
While processing the campaign, the program work with the files from the general 
directory ${X}/BERN50/GPS/GEN.  
The data files in ${X}/GEN are common to all campaigns, and it is important to update these files 
for every campaign that we have to process, from the site ftp: //ftp.unibe.ch.  
These files are: 
- SATELLIT.; 
- BULLET_A.ERP; 
- DATUM 
- SATELLIT_****.CRX. 
 
In particular it is fundamental to control that the antenna’s name used in the survey is contained in 
the file of phase center model, published at ftp://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/pub/station/general/ filename. At 
the server http://www.aiub.unibe.ch/download/BSWUSER50/GEN both antenna phase center models 
are available already converted into Bernese file format: 
• SATELLIT.xxx contains satellite-specific information, in particular satellite-specific antenna 
offsets that need to be consistent with the corresponding satellite antenna phase patterns. 
• PHAS COD.xxx contains the phase center information of the satellite and receiver antennas is 
used by CODE for the daily processing. 
 
The extension xxx of the above files is: 
- xxx = I01: for files containing the relative antenna phase center model based on the IGS ANTEX 
file igs 01.atx, 
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- xxx = I05: for files containing the absolute antenna phase center model based on the latest IGS 
ANTEX file igs05 wwww.atx, where wwww indicate the GPS week of the creation of the file. 
 
Satellite information and phase center eccentricity files form entities that have always to be used 
together throughout your processing in order to guarantee the consistency of satellite antenna offsets 
and patterns. Do not mix files with extensions *.I01 and *.I05 (see Table 5.5). 
 
 
Table 5.5: list of antenna phase center and satellite information files to be used together (Manual Bernese GPS 
Softw., Vers. 5.0, Chap. 16 - pag. 332) 
 
Generally at the server http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/ it’s possible to download IGS files whit the 
following way FTP>PUB>PRODUCT. We can see folders named with the GPS weeks. In these folders 
there are a lot of files with different extensions and it is important to download only IGS files, in the 
following format: 
- SP3.Z, orbit files 
- ERP.Z, earth rotation parameter files. 
We have to download only the file corresponding at the day of week of the observation. 
In this project it’s used another general ERP file, BULLET_A.ERP, which contains all earth rotation 
parameters, uploaded in March 2009, downloaded from the server BSWUSER50/GEN and copied in the 
ORB subdirectory of active campaign, with the orbit (.SP3) and precise ephemerides files (.PRE) too. 
In the subdirectory RAW we have copied the RINEX files with the GPS observables. 
A RINEX observation file contains data collected by one receiver only. The file consists of a header 
section, containing all auxiliary information on the station and receiver necessary for post-processing of 
the data, and a data section containing the basic observables. 
The recommended file naming is  
ccccdddf.yyO 
where: 
- cccc is a four-character station code, 
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- ddd is the day of the year 
- yy are the two-digit year of the first observation epoch in the file, 
- f is a file sequence number (to separate files collected during the same day, e.g., A-X for hourly 
RINEX observation files),  
- O is the label for observation files. 
RINEX observation files usually are available at data centers in compressed Hatanaka form, with the 
extension .E. There are software to decompress these files for different platforms and it is possible to 
find one of them at ftp://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/igscb/software.  
 
 
Figure 5.2: Example of RINEX file containing GPS observations. 
 
In this subdirectory we have included the RINEX observation of the two permanent stations as 
well. In the ATM subdirectory we have to include the ionosphere files 
CODwwwwd.ION 
where 
- wwww are the number of GPS week 
- d is the day of the week. 
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5.3.3 APRIORI COORDINATES GENERAT
 
To generate the apriori coordinate 
program RXOBV3 clicking the following menu:
RINEX > IMPORT RINEX TO BERNESE FORMAT > OBSERVATION FILES
 SETTLEMENTS MEASUREM
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ION 
file, processing RINEX file, it is necessary
 
Figure 5.3: Panel 1, program RXOBV3 
ENTS WITH GPS 
 
 to open the 
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This program have to fulfill for all sessions therefore, obtaining one and only apriori coordinate 
file, respectively APRIORI07.CRD and APRIORI08.CRD for campaign December 2007 and October 2008.
5.3.4 ORBIT FILES GENERAT
 
Then, we have to run the program PRETAB to generate tabular orbits:
ORBITS/EOP > CREATE TABULAR ORBITS
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Figure 5.4: Panel 2, program RXOBV3. 
 
ION 
 
 
ENTS WITH GPS 
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In the panel <PRETAB 3: Options for Clocks> we interpolate with a “Polynomial degree” of 2 and 
with an “Interval for polynomials” of 12 hours.
The second program of the orbit part used here is called ORBGEN:
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Figure 5.5: Panel 1, program PRETAB 
Figure 5.6: Panel 2, program PRETAB 
 
 
ENTS WITH GPS 
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ORBITS/EOP > 
Figure 
Figure 5.
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CREATE STANDARD ORBITS 
5.7: Panel 1, program ORBGEN for input file 
8: Panel 2, program ORBGEN for output file 
ENTS WITH GPS 
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Figure 5.9: Panel 3.1, program ORBGEN, to identify the orbit model
 
To generate standard orbits from IGS products use orbit 
The most important information in the output file 
should not be larger than about 1-2 cm. This value depends on the quality of the precise orbits and the 
orbit model used in ORBGEN. 
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model B. 
is the RMS errors for each satellite that 
ENTS WITH GPS 
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Figure 5.10
 
 
5.3.5 FIRST PHASE OF DATA PROCESSING 
 
5.3.5.1 Receiver Clock Synchronization
 
Program CODSPP computes the corrections for synchronizing the receiver clocks with respect to 
GPS time. We can open this program clicking the menu:
 
PROCESSING > CODE
Appears the first panel of CODSPP in which we have to insert the input files.
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: Example of output file for the program ORBGEN 
 
 
 
-BASED CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION 
 
ENTS WITH GPS 
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Figure 
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Figure 5.11: CODSPP input file 
5.12: CODSPP options for input file 
ENTS WITH GPS 
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In the panel CODSPP 2 (see Figure 5.12), the <BOTH> solution in the field <Save clock estimates> 
is select like default value to save the results in code and phase observation files, that is indispensable to 
continue the processing of the observation files. 
We obtain the output file named COD*****.OUT, one for each session. 
 
5.3.5.2 Form Baseline 
 
Now we have to form baseline to process subsequently with the program GPSEST (see section 5.3.6.3). 
We have to run the program SNGDIF from this following menu: 
PROCESSING > BASELINE FILE CREATION 
 
Figure 5.13: Program SNGDIF, input files 
 
In the processing strategy of “GENERAL OPTIONS” field you may select the strategy used for 
selecting the baselines to create the single-difference observation files for your network solution. 
In the automatic modes, baselines will be formed in a way that all stations will be connected by 
a non-redundant set of baselines (independent baseline).  
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We choose the “OBS-MAX” strategy (see Figure 5.13) because in general guarantees the best 
performance for the processing of a network. With this option the baselines are created taking into 
account the number of common observations for the associated stations. From all possible 
combinations, a set of baselines with maximum common observations is chosen. 
So we insert the apriori coordinate file in the field of input file (see Figure5.14): 
 
Figure 5.14: Program SNGDIF input station file 
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Figure 5.15
 
In the output file (SNGDIF*****.OUT) it shows a list of baseline of a session generate
all phase single-difference header files in the campaign’s observation directory of our campaign:
Figure
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: program SNGDIF options for OBS-MAX strategy 
5.16: Example of SNGDIF output file 
ENTS WITH GPS 
 
 
d by listing 
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The program SNGDIF is able to identify automatic the best independent baseline for each 
session. These baselines, underlined with the code “OK” and listed not considering the worse baseline, 
are processed in the next program GPSEST 
 
5.3.5.3 Preprocessing of the Phase Baselines File 
 
Program MAUPRP detects and resolves cycle slips, removes outliers. It works with station 
observation files (zero-difference mode) and with baseline observation files (single-difference mode). 
To run the program it is necessary to click this menu: 
PROCESSING>PHASE PREPROCESSING 
In input file field we insert apriori coordinates file, but it’s necessary to run twice this program to 
obtain a new estimation of values coordinates stations. So we insert the apriori coordinates file obtain 
from the process of the program RXOBV3 (see Figure 5.17), and in the second panel “MAUPRP 2: 
AOUTPUT FILES” we have to insert a new name of apriori coordinates files (see Figure. 5.18). 
 
Figure 5.17: MAUPRP input files 
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Figure 5.18: MAUPRP output file, first execution. 
For this first run of MAUPRP in the panel <MAUPRP 3: General Options> we don’t have to save 
screened observation file (Figure5.19). 
 
Figure5.19: Panel 3, program MAUPRP, first execution 
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In the next figures are shown the other panels of MAUPRP. 
In the panel <MAUPRP 4: Marking of Observation> the “Observations below an elevation of” 
field indicates that the observations with low elevations are expected to be more corrupted by the 
troposphere and by multipath; on the other hand the height component of the station position may be 
better estimated if observations with low elevations are used. All observations below the specified cut-
off angle are marked. They are neither checked by this program nor used by the parameter estimation 
program GPSEST (Figure 5.20). 
 
Figure5.20: panel 4, program MAUPRP 
 
In the panel <MAUPRP 6: Epoch Different Solution>, in the “Frequency for the solution” field the 
ionosphere-free linear combination L3 solution is selected, because is the best choice for longer 
baselines (see Figure 5.21) 
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Figure5.21: panel 6, program MAUPRP 
 
Figure 5.22: Program MAUPRP, panel 8 
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Figure 5.23: Program MAUPRP, panel 9 
 
At the second time we don’t insert apriori file in the panel 2 of MAUPRP but we have to click in 
panel 3 the “Save screened observation file”, leaving the other parameters unchanged. 
In this way, in the first execution, not having accurate coordinates, the file of previously 
coordinates apriori is overwrite and the precise coordinates esteemed, but not saving the changes in the 
file of the observations (Save Screened File> NO). In the second run the program utilized the new precise 
coordinates, of the previously execution, not overwriting them, and now save the changes in the 
observations file (Save Screened File> SI). 
For a successful phase preprocessing it’s important to check in the output file the values of RMS 
of epoch difference solution, which has to be below 2 cm. The estimates for the coordinates in the 
epoch difference solution are expected to be smaller than about 0.5 m (see Figure 5.24). 
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Figure 5.24: Example of MAUPRP output file 
 
 
5.3.6 SECOND PHASE OF DATA PROCESSING 
 
In this phase we have to run the program GPSEST following this menu: 
PROCESSING > PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
We have to run three times this program for every session. 
5.3.6.1 Perform a Residual Screening 
In the first run we don’t expect any final result but we want to check the quality of data and 
save the residuals after the least–squares adjustment. 
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In the following panels of GPSEST are shown 
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Figure 5.25: GPSEST output file 
 
Figure 5.26: GPSEST general options 
the parameters that we have selected.
ENTS WITH GPS 
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Figure 5.27: GPSEST general options
Figure 5.28: panel of 
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 for the troposphere modelling 
 
GPSEST for the datum definition for stations coordinates.
ENTS WITH GPS 
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Figure 5.29
In the first final output of GPSEST 
be about 1.0- 1.5 mm. A significant 
- data stems from low–quality receivers;
- data was collected under extre
- pre–processing step (MAUPRP 
 
Figure 
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: panel of GPSEST for the atmospheric panel. 
 
we have to check the value of a posteriori RMS error 
higher RMS error indicates that: 
 
mely bad conditions; 
and CODSPP) was not successfully performed. 
5.30: Example of output file of GPSEST  
ENTS WITH GPS 
 
 
that should 
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5.3.6.2 First Network Solution
In the second run of GPSEST we generate an ionosphere
ambiguities. The input files are similar to the previous processing step, bu
fact in the panel <GPSEST 2.1> the output files are FLT****.CRD and FLT****.TRP
Figure 5.31: Panel GPSEST 3.1 for the general option
in this second run to spee
 
The two final output files obtained are inserted 
 
 
5.3.6.3 Ambiguity Resolution 
In this processing step we have to solve the ambiguities
one by one using the QIF (Quasi-ionosphere
The Quasi-Ionosphere-Free (QIF) strategy allows to directly resolving L1 and L2 ambiguities even 
on long baselines without using the code measu
 SETTLEMENTS MEASUREM
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-free solution (L3) with unresolved 
t change only some options
 
s that are different from the same panel in the first execution
d up the processing we increase the sampling interval.
in the input file field of next GPSEST processing step.
(QIF) 
 by processing the baselines separately 
-free) strategy and the GPSEST program. 
rements. 
ENTS WITH GPS 
 
. In 
 
: 
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Figure 5.32: The most important GPS ambiguity resolution strategies supported by the Bernese GPS Software 
Version 5.0 (Manual, Chap.8-Table 8.1). 
 
Now in the first panel of GPSEST we have to insert in the input file field the baseline indentified 
in the previous program (SNGDIF), described in the section 5.3.5.2, like shown in the next figure: 
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Figure 5.33: GPSEST input files, third execution. 
For the QIF strategy both L1 and L2 observations are required. And so we select L1 and L2 
frequencies in the panel GPSEST 3.1: 
 
 
Figure 5.34: GPSEST general files 
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In the following panel we select the QIF strategy resolution and we save the resolved ambiguity. 
 
Figure 5.35: GPSEST ionosphere options 
 
Figure 5.36: GPSEST datum definition for station coordinates 
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Figure 5.37: Panel 5.1 of GPSEST to setup atmospheric parameters. 
 
 
5.3.7 FINAL NETWORK SOLUTION 
 
Now we have to run the program GPSEST for the last time; the program will generate normal 
equation files. The apriori file, obtained by the second execution of the program MAUPRP, is inserted in 
the input file field. The output file is FIX.OUT. 
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Figure 5.38: 
Figure 5.39: 
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Panel 1.1 of GPSEST for input file for the last run. 
Panel 2.1 of GPSEST for input file for the last run. 
 
ENTS WITH GPS 
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Now ambiguity parameters ar
Finally, after four runs of GPSEST for all sessions should be available in the subdirectory SOL 
normal equation file (FIX*****.NQ0).
Now we have to continue the processing running the ADDNEQ
PROCESSING > NORMAL EQUATION STACKING
and inserting these output files in the first panel of input file:
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e ready to be eliminated. 
Figure 5.40: Panel 6.3.1 of GPSEST. 
 
 
 
 program by the menu
 
 
ENTS WITH GPS 
 
 
: 
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Figure 5.41: ADDENQ input files of first run. 
 
Figure 5.42: ADDNEQ output files of first run. 
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Figure 5.4
Figure 5.44: ADDNEQ datum
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3: ADDNEQ general options files of first run. 
 definition fos station coordinates. 
ENTS WITH GPS 
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In the type of datum definition called minimum constraint solution in the Bernese GPS Software, 
the barycenter of the estimated reference coordinates does coincide with the barycenter of the a priori 
coordinates. We choose to constrain coordinate from file (STAZ.FIX), present in subdirectory STA, in 
which we insert BELL and PLAN stations only (saw the next picture). 
 
 
Figure 5.45: ADDNEQ datum definition fos station coordinates. 
 
So we obtain two output file: 
- FIN*****.CRD 
- FIN*****.TRP 
These file are the input file in the second run of ADDNEQ, but the output files are the normal 
equations (Figure 5.46). 
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Figure5.46: Second run of ADDNEQ, output files 
 
Figure5.47: In the second run of ADDNEQ the coordinates constrained are all. 
 
In this run we choose a coordinate constrain solution for datum definition for station 
coordinates.  
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The geodetic datum can be defined by constraining coordinates of reference stations to their a 
priori values. 
So the new output file, RED*****.NQ0, now became the input file for the third and last run of 
ADDNEQ, in which we obtain the final coordinates stations. 
 
Figure 5.48: Third run of ADDNEQ, input files. 
 
Figure 5.49: Third run of ADDNEQ, output file. 
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In the next panel we select HELMERT compute and compare individual solution; in this way a 
seven-parameter Helmert transformation will be applied to compare each individual solution with the 
combined solution (Figure 5.50). 
 
Figure 5.50: Third run of ADDNEQ, Helmert solution is selected. 
 
Figure 5.51: Third run of ADDNEQ, general options for atmospheric parameters. 
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In this last run we have to select a coordinate fixed solution for datum definition for station 
coordinates, inserting a “HELM.FIX” file, in which there are only coordinates of BELL and PLAN. It’s 
important to check that these coordinates have to be the same of coordinates of BELL and PLAN in the a 
priori coordinates file (see the two following pictures). 
 
Figure 5.52: In the third run of ADDNEQ, the coordinate fixed strategy is adopted. 
 
Figure 5.53: Third run of ADDNEQ, file selected to constrain the coordinates. 
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Finally we obtain a final file of stations coordinate: FINAL.CRD. 
coordinates and velocities (if required
well as in latitude, longitude and height.
Each station is marked with one of the following flags:
- ESTIM : station coordinates/velocities are estimated,
- FIXED : fixed on their a priori values,
- HELMR : estimated and used to define the minimum constraints condition, or
- ECCEN : refer to an eccenter station.
Figure 5.54: An example of final file FINAL.OUT, of third run of ADDNEQ
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In this output file a
) are tabulated in a geocentric, Earth-fixed, cartesian system as 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
ENTS WITH GPS 
 
 priori 
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5.4 DATA POST-PROCESSING WITH TRIMBLE GEOMATICS OFFICE (TGO) 
 
The Trimble Geomatics Office (TGO) is a commercial software and it is used for: 
• GPS baseline processing, with WAVE module; 
• Survey network adjustment; with Network Adjustment module; 
• The processing of GPS and conventional topographic survey data; 
• Quality assurance and quality control; 
• Survey data import and export; 
• Survey project management. 
 
In our campaigns we have used the version 1.63, the last version of TGO, tunning on a PC under 
Windows. 
 
 
5.4.1 NEW PROJECT CREATION 
 
The first task is to create a project. A project usually covers one site, and may contain several 
days’ data, collected using different equipment. 
To create a project select  
FILE > NEW PROJECT 
and the following dialog appears: 
 
 
Figure 5.55: New project window in the TGO software. 
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After the Project properties windows appears and it’s possible to define the coordinate system, 
like it’s shown in the next figure: 
Figure 5.56
So now it’s possible import raw data, selecting the obse
 
Figure 5.57: Dialog window to import the
With the observation RINEX files are also files called RINEX navigation.
Obviously it’s necessary import the raw data of two stations of coordinate fix
as such as we have done in the BERNESE processing.
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: Project properties window in the TGO software. 
 
rvations RINEX from this window:
 files in the TGO software. 
 
 
ed, BELL and PLAN, 
 
ENTS WITH GPS 
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A potential baseline, determined automatically by the Trimble Geomatics Office software, 
appears in the Graphics window once you import GPS measurements collected by two receivers that 
also overlap in time. The amount of overlap in time must meet the minimum required for processing. 
Potential baselines can be, but have not yet been, processed by the baseline processor.
 
Figure 5.58: Importing files and cre
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ation of all possible baselines in the TGO software.
ENTS WITH GPS 
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Figure5.59: Final network when all files are imported. 
 
 
5.4.2 BASELINE PROCESSING 
 
We have to process the baseline. From the menu: 
SURVEY > GPS BASELINE PROCESSING STYLES 
appears a “GPS Processing Styles” window in which, clicking on “EDIT” field, it is possible to fix the 
solution type of ionosphere, the type of ephemeris and the elevation mask, to apply at baseline. 
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Figure 5.60: GPS processing styles window to select the parameters to apply at baseline. 
 
If you click “Advanced”, you can obtain and modify information for the project, such as 
troposphere or quality and so to define RMS, RATIO and REFERENCE VARIANCE values. 
So the TGO software, after the baseline processing, indicates with a flag the baseline that do not 
satisfies these values. 
 
Figure 5.61: Dialog window in which it’s possible to define the basic values to select baseline. 
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Now we can process the baseline clicking the following menu: 
SURVEY -> PROCESS GPS BASELINE 
It appears a dialog window in which there are all the baselines to process. 
In this way, however, the TGO software carries all baseline processed not only by independent, 
leading to a redundancy of the baseline, which may lead to an overestimation of error in the adjusted 
coordinates. We must make sure to process only independent baseline. For example, in a network with 
5 antennas there are 10 possible baselines, but only 4 are independent enough to connect all points of 
the network. So for n simultaneous GPS stations are n-1 independent baselines. 
 
There are different strategies to process baseline: 
1. Of the whole set of possible baseline a session of field GPS, only select a baseline set of 
independent and processes. 
2. Processing all possible baseline for a GPS field session and select a clear set of baseline 
independent when you look at the final results in the project. 
3. Processing all possible baselines for a GPS field session and save the results in the project. Later 
specified that the base lines are not considered employees in compensation of the network. 
 
In this case we proceed processing the entire baseline that automatically identifies TGO software 
during the import of data, and only in the next step for the adjustment of the network, we proceed with 
the choice of independents baseline. In this way it’s possible to resolve the problem of redundancy and 
overestimation of the errors. 
 
 
Figure 5.62: Processing baseline with TGO. 
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Figure 5.63
 
When this processing is finished, we can saw in the Survey window the en
different color:  
- Yellow: the baseline correctly processed;
- Red: baseline with a low RATIO values, that are identified with a red flag in the middle of the 
baseline; 
- White: the baseline unprocessed because they have got bad values.
 
 
5.4.3 ADJUSTMENT 
 
 It proceeds to open “Adjustment Styles
selecting the Adjustment Style with the parameters appropriate for the 
 In this project we choose a 95% confidence limits.
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: CK network with the entire baseline processed. 
tire baseline with a 
 
 
” window under the ADJUSTMENT pull down menu
project.  
 
ENTS WITH GPS 
 
 
 and 
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Figure 5.64: Network adjustment styles window. 
 
Clicking “Edit” appears this dialog window. In this dialog window it is possible define some parameters 
like covariance display, terrestrial controls, etc. 
 
Figure 5.65: 95% confidence limits window. 
 
 Now we can proceed selecting baselines. The default is to process all baselines that meet the 
Style criteria: 
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- processed baselines appear as yellowish orange lines in the survey view, observations can be 
disabled for adjustment in the box in the window that opens when we click on a baseline; 
- alternatively, the current selection can be viewed as a list using Adjustment/Observations 
(Filters as also available here) or from selecting Observations from the project bar. 
 We have chosen the baseline to process directly from survey view. Using the filter to show 
only the baselines that have been processed during the same day, we have selected a number of n-1 
independent baselines that connect the n stations that are observed simultaneously in the same session. 
This procedure is made for all sessions, including baseline from BELL y PLAN too. 
 
Figure 5.66: Baseline filtered and chosen for the first session. 
 
The selection of baseline has to made in order to that are satisfied better the following preferential 
criterions: 
- type of solution: IONOFREE FIXED; 
- high values of RATIO; 
- lower values of the REFERENCE VARIANCE and low RMS. 
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Figure 5.67: The entire baseline chosen for the campaign December 2007. 
 
 Automatically the baseline selected and added for adjustment. In the box of properties 
window are available in the Adjustment/Observations window. 
 
Figure 5.68: Observations window for the adjustment processing. 
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 Then we have to constrain
longitude, latitude and height (LLh) 
1) Les Planes, Palleja (Baix de Llobregat) (PLAN);
2) Bellmunt de Segarra, Talavera (Segarra) (BELL)
with the same values that we have used to constrain the network during the Bernese processing.
Figure 5.69: Points win
 
 After that we have selected the datum
for the minimally constrained network
Adjustment Report we can determine the statistical quality of the network
 SETTLEMENTS MEASUREM
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 using the dialog window ADJUSTMENT/Points. We may enter the 
of the two permanent stations monitored by the IC
 
; 
dow to constrain some stations for the network adjustment
 (ADJUSTMENT/Datum) that needs to be set to 
, it is possible to adjust the network, and in the REPORTS/Network 
. 
ENTS WITH GPS 
 
C: 
 
 
. 
WGS84 
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Figure 5.70: A part of network adjustment report for campaign December 2007. 
 
So in the report we obtain adjusted grid coordinates and adjusted geodetic coordinate, with 
respectively errors.  
It’s most important check the histogram error (see Figure 5.71) and the ellipse graphics (see Figure 
5.72) to determine gross errors (large individual station adjustments are apparent on the error ellipse 
plots, and potentially “bad” observations appear as outliers outside the Tau value line on the 
histogram). 
The histogram gives the following information: 
- Combined: diagram combined of both the standardized residuals of the horizontal and verticals 
observations; 
- Horizontal: diagram of the standardized residuals of the horizontal observations; 
- Vertical: diagram of the standardized residuals of the vertical observations. 
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Figure 5.71: Standard residuals. 
 
In this graphic so it is possible to show the distribution of the frequency of the standardized 
residuals of the observation of adjust and in particular the central vertical line is the residual zero. 
If the residues of the compensation are distributed “random” by the diagram of distribution 
frequency approximates the curve of normal distribution. 
The vertical lines to the left and the right of the line zero represent the critical Tau value; every 
standardized residue that it goes beyond the line of the curve it is clearly an “outlier”. 
In the last part of the network adjustment report the errors ellipse graph is present (see Figure 
5.72). Generally the standard deviation measures the dispersion of a data set respect a medium value. It 
is the probability distribution in x, y, and z about the precision of a point. The error ellipse gives 
information about the maximum and minimum standard deviations, and their relativity directions; from 
the correlation of these terms it is possible obtain the orientation of ellipse around a point. A coordinate 
error ellipse is a graphical representation of the magnitude and direction of the error of network 
adjusted points 
A standard error ellipse is a confidence regions (95% of confidence in our case), represented as 
an ellipsoid around a point, giving a result of estimated solution. In fact if this region is centered in the 
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point means that probably the estimated value is nearly of the true value; it isn’t the same if the ellipse 
appears in a stretched form, in one of two axes, showing a warped ellipse. In this last case the accurancy 
of the estimated value is most uncertain and it is fundamental to do a new adjustment.  
 
 
Figure 5.72: A part of errors ellipse graph. 
 
It is be seen to the previous figure, the ellipse are very regular around the different points, so 
approximately the estimate coordinate results are acceptable. 
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CHAPTER 6 
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
 
In the previous chapter we have described carefully the procedure to compute the GPS field 
data with the two considered softwares: Bernese and TGO. The post-process has been conducted for 
the two available campaigns (December 2007 and October 2008). 
In the present chapter we will summarize the final results of such computations. (i.e. the final 
displacements of the Conca Potàssica monitored points CK01 to CK36). Then we will discuss the 
differences and advantages of the two approaches.  
 
 
6.1  BERNESE RESULTS 
 
In the following table 6.1 the Bernese results for the 2007 campaign are shown. In the table 6.2, 
the same is done for the 2008 campaign. 
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TABLE 6.1: FINAL COORDINATES, CAMPAIGN DECEMBER 2007, WITH BERNESE DATUM WGS84 
 
Latitude (N) (° ‘ “) 
RMS 
ERROR 
(m) 
Longitude (E) (° ‘ “) 
RMS 
ERROR 
(m) 
Hellipsoidal 
Height (U) 
(m) 
RMS 
ERROR 
(m) 
CK1 41 50 0.861741 0.0035 1 31 44.237506 0.0025 981.7862 0.0109 
CK2 41 54 39.079193 0.0027 1 31 27.415441 0.0023 914.6623 0.0094 
CK3 41 53 55.142137 0.0026 1 33 57.411596 0.0022 851.1942 0.0093 
CK4 41 53 24.872122 0.0005 1 37 23.402579 0.0004 765.9206 0.0017 
CK5 41 55 18.454809 0.0025 1 36 13.837536 0.0021 712.8447 0.0085 
CK6 41 52 39.757743 0.0006 1 41 25.295592 0.0004 695.3662 0.0018 
CK7 41 56 15.178040 0.0005 1 41 13.366871 0.0004 728.1273 0.0016 
CK8 41 52  4.920736 0.0006 1 45 47.025842 0.0004 555.9698 0.0018 
CK9 41 54  2.847335 0.0038 1 44 38.370085 0.0029 750.5832 0.0126 
CK10 41 53 56.209921 0.0036 1 46 46.240055 0.0026 733.0736 0.0111 
CK11 41 58  0.735431 0.0038 1 47 10.920060 0.0027 838.5474 0.0115 
CK12 41 51  9.682952 0.001 1 49 34.304398 0.0007 676.3309 0.003 
CK13 41 54 51.400115 0.0031 1 51 55.886441 0.0023 616.1049 0.01 
CK14 41 50 41.925159 0.0023 1 56  2.936919 0.0018 631.2555 0.0081 
CK15 41 54 58.739634 0.003 1 56 39.942864 0.0021 642.2368 0.0091 
CK16 41 58 18.424138 0.0033 1 57 32.752742 0.0026 840.8657 0.0112 
CK17 41 51 56.939117 0.0024 2  3 45.156335 0.0018 853.379 0.0075 
CK18 41 47 41.421549 0.0038 1 32 42.400306 0.0032 847.1075 0.0134 
CK19 41 47 35.830695 0.0041 1 36 39.777136 0.0037 972.616 0.0158 
CK20 41 49  1.881874 0.0029 1 36 25.347992 0.0026 816.7776 0.0108 
CK21 41 48 18.637261 0.0055 1 39 35.025031 0.0044 954.8099 0.0185 
CK22 41 47 27.665641 0.0053 1 44  1.291008 0.0045 650.997 0.018 
CK23 41 48 50.129914 0.0006 1 47  7.959464 0.0004 573.7317 0.0018 
CK24 41 48 32.300611 0.0012 1 53 21.748026 0.0009 524.9116 0.0037 
CK25 41 47 20.605453 0.002 1 59 26.626554 0.0016 620.1343 0.0065 
CK26 41 46 12.613003 0.0039 1 34 27.716403 0.0037 881.5354 0.0161 
CK27 41 58 27.930053 0.0026 1 38 12.114661 0.002 673.7669 0.0086 
CK28 41 44 27.102773 0.0054 1 46 51.489057 0.0047 594.3862 0.019 
CK29 41 54 50.835250 0.0043 1 41  9.356855 0.0034 634.7821 0.0159 
CK30 41 54 14.888728 0.0006 1 40  2.391696 0.0004 661.9579 0.0017 
CK31 41 49 36.608721 0.0006 1 47 30.944665 0.0004 521.4479 0.0019 
CK32 41 50 21.474526 0.0056 1 45  4.882737 0.0049 423.9314 0.0197 
CK33 41 48 49.872459 0.0013 1 53 49.298552 0.0009 325.3493 0.0039 
CK34 41 49  4.472490 0.0013 1 54 10.818237 0.0009 409.6361 0.004 
CK35 41 51 59.374725 0.0027 1 52  8.440056 0.0019 471.7833 0.0082 
CK36 41 50 52.771679 0.0021 1 53 21.959171 0.0016 455.0449 0.0068 
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TABLE 6.2: FINAL COORDINATES, CAMPAIGN OCTOBER 2008, WITH BERNESE DATUM WGS84 
 
Latitude (N) (° ‘ “) 
RMS 
ERROR 
(m) 
Longitude (E) (° ‘ “) 
RMS 
ERROR 
(m) 
Hellipsoidal 
Height (U) 
(m) 
RMS 
ERROR 
(m) 
CK01 41 50 0.862248 0.0011 1 31 44.237238 0.0009 981.7895 0.004 
CK02 41 54 39.079443 0.0011 1 31 27.415119 0.0008 914.641 0.0033 
CK03 41 53 55.142320 0.0011 1 33 57.411115 0.0008 851.1745 0.0034 
CK04 41 53 24.872316 0.0009 1 37 23.402425 0.0005 765.9031 0.0023 
CK05 41 55 18.455047 0.0013 1 36 13.837351 0.001 712.8278 0.004 
CK06 41 52 39.758057 0.0009 1 41 25.295346 0.0005 695.3439 0.0025 
CK07 41 56 15.178284 0.001 1 41 13.366536 0.0007 728.129 0.0027 
CK08 41 52  4.920979 0.0008 1 45 47.025652 0.0004 555.9535 0.0021 
CK09 41 54  2.847683 0.0012 1 44 38.369788 0.0009 750.5904 0.0035 
CK10 41 53 56.210091 0.001 1 46 46.240035 0.0006 733.0533 0.0026 
CK11 41 58  0.736037 0.0011 1 47 10.919659 0.0006 838.5151 0.0026 
CK12 41 51  9.683108 0.001 1 49 34.304081 0.0007 676.3213 0.0032 
CK13 41 54 51.400377 0.0015 1 51 55.886193 0.0012 616.0966 0.005 
CK14 41 50 41.925351 0.001 1 56  2.936728 0.0009 631.2626 0.0036 
CK15 41 54 58.739648 0.001 1 56 39.942558 0.0007 642.2225 0.0027 
CK16 41 58 18.424313 0.0015 1 57 32.752445 0.0012 840.8377 0.005 
CK17 41 51 56.939177 0.0009 2  3 45.155684 0.0007 853.3772 0.0026 
CK18 41 47 41.422372 0.0013 1 32 42.399940 0.0011 847.0968 0.0049 
CK19 41 47 35.831269 0.0014 1 36 39.776596 0.0012 972.5995 0.005 
CK20 41 49  1.882287 0.001 1 36 25.347151 0.0008 816.7343 0.0034 
CK21 41 48 18.636821 0.0009 1 39 35.025393 0.0006 954.7268 0.0026 
CK22 41 47 27.666287 0.0009 1 44  1.294057 0.0006 650.8477 0.0026 
CK23 41 48 50.130204 0.0009 1 47  7.959116 0.0007 573.708 0.0029 
CK24 41 48 32.300872 0.0008 1 53 21.747798 0.0006 524.8947 0.0023 
CK25 41 47 20.605612 0.0009 1 59 26.625905 0.0008 620.1276 0.0031 
CK26 41 46 12.613702 0.0014 1 34 27.715972 0.0015 881.5382 0.0062 
CK27 41 58 27.930034 0.0013 1 38 12.114631 0.0009 673.735 0.0037 
CK28 41 44 27.102656 0.0008 1 46 51.485741 0.0006 594.2895 0.0026 
CK29 41 54 50.835672 0.0012 1 41  9.356281 0.0009 634.7853 0.0035 
CK30 41 54 14.888783 0.001 1 40  2.391872 0.0007 661.9368 0.0028 
CK31 41 49 36.610128 0.0008 1 47 30.944549 0.0006 521.3307 0.0024 
CK32 41 50 21.474295 0.0013 1 45  4.880497 0.001 423.9507 0.0043 
CK33 41 48 49.872665 0.0009 1 53 49.298390 0.0007 325.345 0.0029 
CK34 41 49  4.472678 0.0008 1 54 10.817771 0.0006 409.6302 0.0024 
CK35 41 51 59.374546 0.0009 1 52  8.439794 0.0006 471.7795 0.0025 
CK36 41 50 52.772055 0.0011 1 53 21.958808 0.0009 455.0358 0.0037 
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6.2 TGO RESULTS 
 
In table 6.3 the TGO results for the 2007 campaign are shown. The same is done in the table 6.4 
for the 2008 campaign. 
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TABLE 6.3: FINAL COORDINATES, CAMPAIGN DECEMBER 2007, WITH TGO DATUM WGS84 
 
Latitude (N) (° ‘ “) 
RMS 
ERROR 
(m) 
Longitude (E) (° ‘ “) 
RMS 
ERROR 
(m) 
Hellipsoidal 
Height (U) 
(m) 
RMS 
ERROR 
(m) 
CK01 41 50 00.86223 0.002 1 31 44.23731 0.001 981.848 0.009 
CK02 41 54 39.07943 0.002 1 31 27.41515 0.002 914.711 0.012 
CK03 41 53 55.14243 0.002 1 33 57.41139 0.002 851.243 0.012 
CK04 41 53 24.87239 0.002 1 37 23.40253 0.002 765.988 0.01 
CK05 41 55 18.45517 0.002 1 36 13.83745 0.002 712.897 0.011 
CK06 41 52 39.75801 0.002 1 41 25.29555 0.002 695.421 0.011 
CK07 41 56 15.17842 0.002 1 41 13.36680 0.002 728.189 0.012 
CK08 41 52 04.92100 0.002 1 45 47.02587 0.002 556.02 0.011 
CK09 41 54 02.84786 0.002 1 44 38.36986 0.002 750.661 0.012 
CK10 41 53 56.21007 0.002 1 46 46.23997 0.002 733.12 0.011 
CK11 41 58 00.73562 0.002 1 47 10.92012 0.002 838.597 0.012 
CK12 41 51 09.68318 0.002 1 49 34.30432 0.002 676.388 0.008 
CK13 41 54 51.40029 0.002 1 51 55.88629 0.002 616.163 0.01 
CK14 41 50 41.92526 0.002 1 56 02.93692 0.002 631.325 0.013 
CK15 41 54 58.73961 0.003 1 56 39.94280 0.002 642.294 0.015 
CK16 41 58 18.42442 0.002 1 57 32.75270 0.002 840.924 0.012 
CK17 41 51 56.93937 0.002 2 03 45.15626 0.002 853.431 0.011 
CK18 41 47 41.42202 0.002 1 32 42.40005 0.001 847.164 0.008 
CK19 41 47 35.83121 0.002 1 36 39.77689 0.001 972.666 0.008 
CK20 41 49 01.88228 0.002 1 36 25.34730 0.001 816.806 0.008 
CK21 41 48 18.63687 0.002 1 39 35.02551 0.002 954.811 0.01 
CK22 41 47 27.66642 0.002 1 44 01.29434 0.002 650.916 0.011 
CK23 41 48 50.13016 0.002 1 47 07.95947 0.002 573.783 0.009 
CK24 41 48 32.30086 0.002 1 53 21.74804 0.002 524.968 0.009 
CK25 41 47 20.60565 0.002 1 59 26.62647 0.002 620.191 0.011 
CK26 41 46 12.61378 0.002 1 34 27.71607 0.001 881.608 0.008 
CK27 41 58 27.93046 0.002 1 38 12.11462 0.002 673.811 0.012 
CK28 41 44 27.10273 0.002 1 46 51.48551 0.002 594.365 0.013 
CK29 41 54 50.83574 0.002 1 41 09.35632 0.002 634.856 0.011 
CK30 41 54 14.88908 0.002 1 40 02.39161 0.002 662.014 0.01 
CK31 41 49 36.60899 0.002 1 47 30.94462 0.002 521.496 0.009 
CK32 41 50 21.47426 0.002 1 45 04.88055 0.002 424.037 0.01 
CK33 41 48 49.87271 0.002 1 53 49.29849 0.002 325.41 0.009 
CK34 41 49 04.47270 0.002 1 54 10.81814 0.002 409.697 0.009 
CK35 41 51 59.37485 0.002 1 52 08.43996 0.002 471.854 0.014 
CK36 41 50 52.77184 0.002 1 53 21.95923 0.002 455.127 0.012 
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TABLE 6.4: FINAL COORDINATES, CAMPAIGN OCTOBER 2008, WITH TGO DATUM WGS84 
 
Latitude (N) (° ‘ “) 
RMS 
ERROR 
(m) 
Longitude (E) (° ‘ “) 
RMS 
ERROR 
(m) 
Hellipsoidal 
Height (U) 
(m) 
RMS 
ERROR 
(m) 
CK01 41 50 00.86226   0.001 1 31 44.23727   0.001 981.844 0.006 
CK02 41 54 39.07945   0.001 1 31 27.41513   0.001 914.707 0.007 
CK03 41 53 55.14246   0.001 1 33 57.41133   0.001 851.241 0.007 
CK04 41 53 24.87241   0.001 1 37 23.40248   0.001 765.983 0.005 
CK05 41 55 18.45519   0.001 1 36 13.83743   0.001 712.896 0.006 
CK06 41 52 39.75803   0.001 1 41 25.29559   0.001 695.422 0.006 
CK07 41 56 15.17849   0.001 1 41 13.36680   0.001 728.189 0.007 
CK08 41 52 04.92100   0.001 1 45 47.02591   0.001 556.023 0.005 
CK09 41 54 02.84785   0.001 1 44 38.36991   0.001 750.662 0.006 
CK10 41 53 56.21008   0.001 1 46 46.24000   0.001 733.122 0.005 
CK11 41 58 00.73564   0.001 1 47 10.92013   0.001 838.598 0.006 
CK12 41 51 09.68316   0.001 1 49 34.30438   0.001 676.388 0.004 
CK13 41 54 51.40026   0.001 1 51 55.88630   0.001 616.163 0.005 
CK14 41 50 41.92528   0.001 1 56 02.93694   0.001 631.323 0.007 
CK15 41 54 58.73962   0.001 1 56 39.94279   0.001 642.292 0.007 
CK16 41 58 18.42441   0.001 1 57 32.75271   0.001 840.925 0.006 
CK17 41 51 56.93936   0.001 2 03 45.15627   0.001 853.433 0.006 
CK18 41 47 41.42204   0.001 1 32 42.40001   0.001 847.161 0.005 
CK19 41 47 35.83123   0.001 1 36 39.77686   0.001 972.664 0.005 
CK20 41 49 01.88227   0.001 1 36 25.34727   0.001 816.804 0.005 
CK21 41 48 18.63689   0.001 1 39 35.02554   0.001 954.815 0.005 
CK22 41 47 27.66641   0.001 1 44 01.29437   0.001 650.923 0.006 
CK23 41 48 50.13016   0.001 1 47 07.95950   0.001 573.785 0.004 
CK24 41 48 32.30087   0.001 1 53 21.74808   0.001 524.966 0.005 
CK25 41 47 20.60565   0.001 1 59 26.62650   0.001 620.191 0.006 
CK26 41 46 12.61380   0.001 1 34 27.71603   0.001 881.604 0.006 
CK27 41 58 27.93047   0.001 1 38 12.11460   0.001 673.81 0.007 
CK28 41 44 27.10272   0.001 1 46 51.48557   0.001 594.374 0.008 
CK29 41 54 50.83576   0.001 1 41 09.35634   0.001 634.857 0.006 
CK30 41 54 14.88909   0.001 1 40 02.39159   0.001 662.014 0.006 
CK31 41 49 36.60898   0.001 1 47 30.94467   0.001 521.497 0.005 
CK32 41 50 21.47428   0.001 1 45 04.88058   0.001 424.035 0.005 
CK33 41 48 49.87272   0.001 1 53 49.29854   0.001 325.408 0.004 
CK34 41 49 04.47272   0.001 1 54 10.81819   0.001 409.694 0.004 
CK35 41 51 59.37482   0.001 1 52 08.43991   0.001 471.846 0.005 
CK36 41 50 52.77188   0.001 1 53 21.95924   0.001 455.12 0.005 
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In the section 5.4 (at the page 66) we have explained the strategy used (in the adjustment phase 
with TGO) to select only the best baselines and also a set of independent baselines (93 baselines in this 
case). This has been done to do not increment artificially the redundancy of the network. The 
redundancy can be computed approximately considering the number of equations and the number of 
unknowns with the following relationship: 
r= N° equations – N° unknowns – 2 
in this “independent” case we obtain: 
r= (93x3) - (36x3) – 2=169 
With this strategy the results in table 6.3 and 6.4 are obtained. 
 
6.2.1 DIFFERENCE FROM “INDIPENDENT BASELINE” AND “ALL BASELINE” STRATEGIES FOR 
ADJUSTMENT PROCESSING WITH TGO 
 
Only to check the real effects of this strategy (independent baseline in the adjustment)ì we have 
repeated the computation with the opposite strategy: we have adjusted the network with the TGO by 
the least squares, using all the valid baseline available (300 baseline). 
 The redundancy is, artificially, higher: 
r= (300x3) - (36x3) – 2=790 
The final coordinate for the CK points are slightly different now. To appreciate clearly the 
changes we have constructed the table 6.5 with the variations of the coordinate in meters: ΔN and ΔE in 
plan, and Δh in elevation. As it can be seen, the differences are small enough to be not significant in the 
normal surveying practice: at most 2mm in plan and 9mm in elevation. For a 45 Km x 27 Km network, 
these values falls completely within the excepted errors fringe. Only as an order of magnitude, the error 
quoted in the technical specification for a simple static method is: 
exy, σ=±(5mm+1ppm) 
And it is even greater in the elevation (1.5 times). 
But, it seems advisable to use the “independent baseline for the adjustment” strategy in special 
cases, as our CK monitoring network, because we are aiming to the maximum consistency of our results. 
The second reason is that the higher discrepancies are in the Z axe, (up to 9 mm); and our monitoring 
setup is trying to detect movements especially in elevation (subsidence and/or heave due to the salts 
behavior and the mining activities). 
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ΔN (m) ΔE (m) ΔHeight (m) 
CK01 0.0009 -0.0009 -0.004 
CK02 0.0006 -0.0005 -0.004 
CK03 0.0009 -0.0014 -0.002 
CK04 0.0006 -0.0011 -0.005 
CK05 0.0006 -0.0005 -0.001 
CK06 0.0006 0.0009 0.001 
CK07 0.0021 0 0 
CK08 0 0.0009 0.003 
CK09 -0.0003 0.0011 0.001 
CK10 0.0003 0.0007 0.002 
CK11 0.0006 0.0002 0.001 
CK12 -0.0006 0.0014 0 
CK13 -0.0009 0.0002 0 
CK14 0.0006 0.0005 -0.002 
CK15 0.0003 -0.0002 -0.002 
CK16 -0.0003 0.0002 0.001 
CK17 -0.0003 0.0002 0.002 
CK18 0.0006 -0.0009 -0.003 
CK19 0.0006 -0.0007 -0.002 
CK20 -0.0003 -0.0007 -0.002 
CK21 0.0006 0.0007 0.004 
CK22 -0.0003 0.0007 0.007 
CK23 0 0.0007 0.002 
CK24 0.0003 0.0009 -0.002 
CK25 0 0.0007 0 
CK26 0.0006 -0.0009 -0.004 
CK27 0.0003 -0.0005 -0.001 
CK28 -0.0003 0.0014 0.009 
CK29 0.0006 0.0005 0.001 
CK30 0.0003 -0.0005 0 
CK31 -0.0003 0.0011 0.001 
CK32 0.0006 0.0007 -0.002 
CK33 0.0003 0.0012 -0.002 
CK34 0.0006 0.0011 -0.003 
CK35 -0.0009 -0.0011 -0.008 
CK36 0.0012 0.0002 -0.007 
Table 6.5: Discrepancies between two adjustment strategies with TGO: “independent baseline” and “all baseline”. 
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The maximum and minimum difference value is shown in this following table 6.6: 
MAX DIF 
(m) 
0.0021 0.0014 0.009 
MIN DIF 
(m) 
-0.0009 -0.0014 -0.008 
Table 6.6: maximum and minimum values for the discrepancies between two adjustment strategies with TGO: 
“independent baseline” and “all baseline” ΔN, ΔE, Δh. 
 
 
6.3 COMPARISON OF THE RESULTING DISPLACEMENTS WITH BERNESE AND 
TGO 
 
By direct inspection of the coordinate presented in tables 6.1 to 6.4, we notice that several 
differences have arisen between epochs (2007, 2008) and between the two softwares. We have to 
visualize these differences over the territory in order to understand the amount and genesis of the 
differences. This special analysis of the results is crucial to gain confidence in the work, because it 
permits to identify systematic errors, to isolate blunders or outliers, and to characterize “the noise” (or 
random errors) of the overall process. 
For the sake of simplicity, we have used a spreadsheet to compare the results obtained with the 
two softwares for the two campaigns creating several graphs to see the possible movements of the 
various stations of the CK monitoring network.  
The most important graph is the altimetry graph because shows the lowering of stations 
allowing to identify the points subjected to subsidence phenomena and so to monitor more carefully 
certain areas. 
 
Now it will be shown below the graphs of movements planimetric and altitude, respectively, 
obtained with the Bernese and the TGO. 
 
From the comparison with the two campaigns processed with the Bernese, it is possible to view 
that about all stations have got the same direction of the movements: the planimetric variation graph 
(Figure 6.1)13 shows a common direction of the points; and the altimetric variation graph (Figure 6.2) 
shows a visible movement to the down. 
 
In particular it is clear that some stations, (CK22, CK32, CK28, CK23, CH29, and CK21) located in 
the southern edge of the network, exhibit some significant changes in movement, in the altimetry (up to 
15 cm) and planimetry (up to 7 cm). 
 
                                                           
13
 The figures in color containing the graphs can be found at the end of this report. 
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This is quite unexpected in practice because these stations correspond to points in the network 
of Conca Potassica that theoretically would not be subject to possible subsidence. It is possible to give 
an explanation at this situation arguing that probably these are some spurious values that doesn’t show 
the real variation of these points. 
 
So,we suspect that some gross errors has been occurred during the computations with Bernese. 
The main reason for this decision is that the processing with others softwares (TGO in this tesina, and 
Leica Geomatics Office in Soler (2009)) do not exhibit this anomalous area. 
  
Certainly it would be interesting to investigate this type of error obtained by the Bernese 
processing and to understand exactly what it is due.  Additional work has to be done in the future to fix 
the problem. However, the aim of this work is to conduct a study on the movements of points in the 
Conca Potassica network and therefore now we look at respectively graphs obtained by the TGO 
processing to compare these stations too and to check the movements. 
 
In the planimetric TGO graph (Figure 6.3) it is possible to view that, differently from the same 
graph with Bernese, all points show a little variation (less than 1 cm in general) and have the same 
direction, like in the northern part of the Bernese result. It is interesting to note that the points that in 
the Bernese graph had got a high values (CK21, CK22, CK23, CK28, CK29, and CK32), when processing 
with TGO have got variations very similar to the rest of the network. Therefore, this comparison 
supports the view that the previous values obtained in the Bernese processing for these points are 
spurious results. 
 
The altimetric TGO graph (Figure 6.4) shows a singular situation: all points are translated by the 
same amount to the top. It is probably a bias due to the length of baselines with BELL and PLAN. In fact 
TGO is a standard and commercial software, different to the Bernese software. The later uses a specific 
algorithm to elaborate long baselines, while the TGO processes similarly all baseline.  
 
To solve this problem, we have considered the external points of the network, CK27, CK11, 
CK16, CK17, CK25, CK28, CK26, and CK02,(excluding CK01 AND CK18 because perhaps they are affected 
by the phenomena) as stable points. We have calculated the average value of the height increment 
(2007 – 2008) and then subtracted this to all other values (shift or “rigid body” correction). In this way 
we have reduced the bias and now it is possible to obtain another graph of the altimetric variation, 
certainly more correct (Figure 6.5). this graph can be considered as the net final result of this work. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 
 
The main goal of this Thesis Degree Work has been accomplished: to process the Conca Potàssica 
data set (campaigns December 2007 and October 2008), and to compare the results with two different 
softwares (Bernese and TGO) and strategies: 
After the analysis of the results (table 6.1 to 6.4) some differences have been explained and the final 
displacements have been adjusted (Figure 6.5) 
The observed reliability of the network is in the order of few millimeters. This reliability value 
matches with the expected behavior of the GPS equipment in use  
Some considerations about the Bernese and TGO follows: 
• The first one is a scientific software with a lot of capabilities. The second one is a 
commercial package simple and user friendly  
• One important aspect to be considered in these different methods of processing the 
network is how to fix, to constrain, the network with fixed stations. In this work we have 
used to permanent stations that are monitored continuously by ICC. This is a good 
procedure because in this way, all the coordinates of the points to be determined are linked 
to these two stations (that act as a datum) and then the results will certainly be more 
reliable.  
• Using the Bernese some difficulties arose due to the complexity of the processing (even 
under the new 5 version): different algorithms, reduction of errors due to various 
tropospheric parameters (depending on the extension of the control network) ionosphere, 
etc. This aspect is different using TGO because it applies a more simplified and 
straightforward methodology in processing, independent of the baseline length. Therefore 
we can say that the Bernese is better for networks that have significant baseline lengths, 
and the TGO is certainly more applicable to areas subject to control measurements with 
small extensions. 
• Another difference presents in the two processing methodologies is that Bernese 
automatically detects the best independent baselines in a session which are then processed 
individually; TGO identifies all possible baselines in the network, independent and not. 
Therefore it is a work of the operator to select manually the best baseline. It isn’t simple 
because changing only a baseline the statistic parameters of the network will change as 
well. In this work we have followed a direct and manual technique to select the baselines in 
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TGO processing. We have chosen the baseline to process directly from survey view. Using 
the filter to show only the baselines that have been processed during the same day, we have 
selected a number of n-1 independent baselines that connect the n stations that have been 
observed simultaneously in the same session. We have applied this technique foe all the 
sessions belonging to each campaign.  
 
Some considerations about the Conca Potàssica monitoring results follows: 
• The graphs in the chapter 6 have been and obtained from a comparison of the two 
surveying campaigns for the two different processing techniques. We can define some 
aspects on possible movements of the points checked in the area of Conca Potassica object 
of this study. At the first it is possible to note, comparing the two planimetric graphs 
obtained from Bernese and TGO processing, that about all the network points have got the 
same movements. More work has to be done with the Bernese processing in order to 
identify the hidden error that produce a strange behavior in the south part of the map with 
the displacements. 
• Almost all the points of the network exhibit a displacement in the same direction and in the 
order of magnitude of a couple of centimeters; with the exception of points located in the 
southern part of the network that, in the processing with Bernese, certainly have spurious 
values. 
• In particular the point CK31 is the point that really is subject to a movement due to 
subsidence phenomena. In fact in the altimetric graphs it shows a notable value of 
settlement, of a magnitude of 7,5 cm.  
• The remaining points present non significant movements. Assuming that they have been 
stable in the period 2007 – 2008 we made conclude that the observed reliability of the 
network is in the order of few millimeters. This reliability value matches with the expected 
behavior of the GPS equipment in use 
 
As a final conclusion it’s worth to say that it is important to execute further campaigns of observation of 
“La Conca Potàssica Catalana” to monitor the evolution of this area. 
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ANNEX: 
 
FIGURES IN COLOR 
 

 Figure 6.1: Planimetric graph of Conca Potàssica with Bernese, 2007             2008. The X, Y displacements have been enlarged x 100000. 
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 Figure 6.2: Altimetric graph of Conca Potàssica with Bernese, 2007             2008. The Z displacements have been enlarged x 100000. 
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 Figure 6.3: Planimetric graph of Conca Potàssica with TGO, 2007             2008. The X, Y displacements have been enlarged x 100000. 
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 Figure 6.4: Altimetric graph of Conca Potàssica with TGO, 2007             2008. Raw results prior to the rigid body (shift) correction. 
 The Z displacements have been enlarged x 100000. 
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 Figure 6.5: Altimetric graph of Conca Potàssica with TGO, 2007             2008. Corrected (final result). 
 The Z displacements have been enlarged x 100000. 
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